C4 corvette colors

In the world of collectible Corvettes, every fine detail carries weight, including that of the
specific paint code that is a particular car features. The very color of a car Corvette can
influence its value, depending heavily upon the relative scarcity of the paint code in question.
During every production year, and every subsequent generation, certain colors are checked on
purchase orders more frequently than others. The following are the most popular Corvette
colors by generation, based upon the compilation of sales data from each year of production. It
comes as little surprise that the dominant paint color within C1 production was a shade of
white. However, another shade of white holds the distinction of being the most popular color of
choice by consumers who purchased a C1 Corvette. Ermine White, which was first offered in ,
takes top honors as the most commonly selected C1 color code, with a total of 6, recorded
orders. It is worth noting that the true number of such orders is likely to be substantially
greater, as GM did not keep such color code records for the production year. For the first time,
after a decade of production, the color white did not reign supreme. Instead, Nassau Blue
proved to be the most popular color during C2 production, with a total of 12, orders having been
placed. As far as available records indicate, there were a total of 43, Classic White Corvettes
ordered between However, it is natural to assume that this number likely varies to some degree.
GM kept no records related to color code selection during the , , , and production years. Instead,
the more flamboyant Bright Red took top honors during the era, perhaps reflecting the over the
top nature of the period in which the C4 reigned. This time, however, Torch Red was the variant
of choice. There were two different silver color codes available to consumers during this period,
Sebring Silver and QuickSilver. A total of 46, black Corvettes were ordered between , with
Victory Red placing second in popularity, with 32, such orders being placed. In what most
would consider a perplexing turn of events, GM did not offer black as an optional color code
during the production year, though it had already proven to be the most popular selection in
years prior. In this case, Arctic White was the exact color code of favor. A total of 35, Arctic
White Corvettes were ordered between the years of However, according to the latest numbers
released by GM on June 2nd, Torch Red has led sales thus far. Will this prove to be the
overwhelming color code of choice for the duration of C8 production? It is safe to say that only
time will tell. Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Share Tweet. Last updated: September 25, See
all results. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By
continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. When it
comes to planning and visualizing your perfect Corvette, one of the most important factors for
buyers is selecting the perfect color. For the model year , we know that Sebring Orange finished
4th with 1, total or 6. For those that still want the colors, the time to order is limited. The last
time the Corvette was on a regular production schedule was the model year. As for speculating
on the new colors that may be coming for , we think the No 4 Corvette C8. Are there any
previous Corvette colors you would like to see on the C8 Corvette? Let us know in the
comments below. And yet the hideous Regurgitate Yellow Metallic remains? Cyber Gray C6 was
great on the ZR1 as it somewhat blended in with the carbon fiber roof and of course Black did
the same. I believe the C8 would look amazing in Shark Gray. I was not a Shark Gray fan until I
bought a 16 Z06 in that color. I bought the car solely on the discount price point. However, it
ended up being my favorite corvette. Steve Bring back the Marina Blue color also bring back
chrome Wheels for the model. I would sure like to see the Corvette racing yellow come back. I
had to go with the Elk Heart Lake blue metallic on my order. I can see the cancelling of the three
they chose. But, the current yellow is offensive to the eye! Yellow is tough to get correct
though. The previous c7 yellow was Perfect. That said, automotive in general is too hung up on
shades of gray and blue and white. But not the fluorescent kind like the current yellow. Always
too light or too dark. Check with Aston Martin for classy colors. Racing green, dark tan interior,
gold ish wheels. How Can I find out if it will be offered? With Shadow Gray I can take it or leave
it. How about a darkish green, like we could get on the C3s? And they should replace the
Sebring Orange with some other orange. Sunrise Orange or Atomic Orange with chrome
wheels. They got a good red with the new Red Mist. Pops like Mag Red. Cyber Gray was a killer
color, but I would like the old Velocity Yellow. Lime Rock Green. Friend has a vert in LRG with
Kalahari interior and top. Absolutely stunning! I am in agreement with a Pearl White for The
present White is just too ordinary. Pearl White is a winner on a lot of high end vehicles. I think
we are about ready for a really nice, Anniversary Gold Metallic, would look great with Chrome,
Grey, Black or Gold wheels, plus there would be a number of interior colors that would look
good with it as well! Just a thought! I may be too old for this, but Zeus Bronze and Shadow Grey
are my favorites. Just looks like somebody stole your hubcaps! Please give us a GREEN , jade
green ,lime rock green a candy green with silver or gold base or lots of pearl in a green color.
What about the Corvette Racing Grey? Does this mean if any of those colors that are going
away are ordered they will be expedited over other cars on order which are in a color that will

carry on? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify
me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. About Us Advertise Subscribe Now!
Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your
password. Get help. Corvettes C8 Corvette. I think a candy color would look good. I was
thinking about a Sebring Orange, so I guess I have to rethink. Too bad. A dark navy blue or
Night Race Blue metallic. Sebring Orange was a sensational color! It looked superb on the C7
and the C8 too! Sebring Orange is much nicer. Torch Red is really nice. Bring it back. Steve L. I
had a black rose metallic ZO6 that was a beautiful color with chrome wheels. Lime Rock green
and Platinum Pewter. And chrome wheels. Hope they never discontinue Accelerate Yellow.
Atomic Orange Metallic Tintcoat C6 is my favorite and own one still. Black Rose Metallic â€”
Grand Sport. A metallic purple tint coat would be wonderful. Desert Sunset Orange had it on my
C6 was a great color. How about a rendition of the old fawn beige with some pop to it add some
metallic to it. Go back to the Corvette Racing Yellow color. It was perfect. Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! At
Corvsport. The good news is that we have organized everything by year model. Production
numbers, options, VIN codes, colors and much much more. This is your Corvette specs
research hub. While most of the world wants to know about the specs for the new C8 Corvette,
we know that our readers have research needs that go back a little further. That's why we put
together this page, a guide to finding all the Corvette specs you could ever need. Organized by
generation and model year, you can dive into everything from engine specs and performance
specs to weight and dimensions. Beyond that we also cover factory options, VIN numbers and
much more. Enjoy diving into all the Corvette specifications you could ever need as you
research. The car had a uniquely masculine, muscular, almost predatory look. Below, we have
all the Corvette C1 specs, from performance numbers to recall information, options, colors and
pricing. All the C1 Corvette specs are broken out by year model. Below, we have all the Corvette
C2 specs, from performance numbers to recall information, options, colors and pricing. All the
C2 Corvette specs are broken out by year model. As before, the car was available in either
coupe or convertible models, but coupe was now a notchback fitted with a near-vertical
removable rear window and removable roof panels T-tops. Below, we have all the Corvette C3
specs, from performance numbers to recall information, options, colors and pricing. All the C3
Corvette specs are broken out by year model. David R. Few cars in history have ever been more
eagerly anticipated than the arrival of the C4 Corvette. Below, we have all the Corvette C4 specs,
from performance numbers to recall information, options, colors and pricing. All the C4
Corvette specs are broken out by year model. The C5 was built utilizing an LS1 engine. Rated at
horsepower, this engine provided drivers a significant power gain over the outgoing C4. Below,
we have all the Corvette C5 specs, from performance numbers to engine specs, options, colors
and pricing. All the C5 Corvette specs are broken out by year model. Below, we have all the
Corvette C6 specs, from performance numbers to engine specs, options, colors and pricing. All
the C6 Corvette specs are broken out by year model. The latest and greatest C7 Corvette is the
best looking Corvette in our eyes. Below, we have all the Corvette C7 specs, from performance
numbers to engine specs, options, colors and pricing. All the C7 Corvette specs are broken out
by year model. Below, we have all the Corvette C8 specs, from performance numbers to engine
specs, options, colors and pricing. All the C8 Corvette specs are broken out by year model.
Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Every Model. Every Year. Corvette Specs by Year.
Specifications for all C1 Corvette models and variants. Specifications for all C5 Corvette models
and variants. C6 Corvette Specs. C7 Corvette Specs. See all results. This website uses cookies
to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree
to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. By any stretch of the imagination, the Chevrolet
Corvette is a very, very popular car. With 66 years of production under its belt and well over 1. If
you like curves and chrome, C1s are an obvious choice. If you want a cheap boulevard cruiser,
a later C3 with automatic transmission is always an option. If you want a serious track-day
weapon, a late-model Z06 or ZR1 begs to be driven hard. It benefits from a lighter and stiffer
design, features a transaxle for better balance, and introduced the glorious LS-series V-8, which
was more powerful out of the box than the old LT engine as well as more tunable for all the
tinkerers out there. C5s won at Le Mans and they sold well in the showroom, with well over 30,
leaving dealerships each year of production. That was a while ago, and even the newest C5 is a
year-old car. On average, condition 2 Excellent values for base-model C5s bottomed out in as
they finished depreciating, stayed flat until the beginning of , and started recording modest
gains as they made that transition from used car to collectible. In the last two years, the median
condition 2 value for a â€” coupe increased 9. For a convertible, it was up 7. The â€”04 cars,
which had a five-horsepower bump over the earlier cars for an even , were up a more modest

but still significant two percent. All base-model C5s also started out the year with a two-percent
rise in average value. Nobody is going to get rich from holding onto a good low-mileage C5, but
most signs point to an increase in value in the near term. It also features pinstriping and
included the optional aluminum wheels and dual sport mirrors. First off, the package was very
popular at the time, so these are not rare cars. Chevrolet sold more than 15,, which was about a
third of all Corvettes sold that year. Buyers just got the usual combination of hp L82, close ratio
four-speed, and gymkhana suspension. Values were flat with the latest pricing update we
released this week, but they were down 15 percent on average at the beginning of the year. Yes,
there are two C5s on this list, but the Z06 is a different kettle of fish in terms of both
performance and price. The Z06 was one of the top performers of the early s. It delivered a
knockout punch to its nemesis, the Dodge Viper , by being both quicker and cheaper, and it was
able to embarrass certain exotics from Europe with even higher price tags. After GM stopped
building it and moved on to the C6, though, it became old news, and it depreciated as most
used cars do. But it was still seriously fast, and C5 Z06s represented just about the most
performance per dollar you could buy. The secret has started to get out, and Z06s have started
to get a little pricier. Compared to the base C5, Z06 values bottomed out at around the same
time in â€”16, but they started to rise earlier in No volatility, just a general trend upward.
Average values are up 4. With the latest update of Hagerty Price Guide values, however, the Z06
has flattened out. That said, all the signs point to Z06s taking a breather rather than heading for
a downturn. A good, unmodified low-mile Z06 is a significant car with a bright future in terms of
collectability and room for growth. Three Corvettes to buy, sell, or hold Andrew Newton. Your
weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing
up. Sign up. More on this topic. For Enzo Ferrari, quite a lot Adam Wilcox. Valuation King of the
bulls, the Miura is the most collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Andrew
Newton. Lists 5 American machines that broke our price guide this month Greg Ingold. Auctions
6 slick bargains from the January Auctions Andrew Newton. Share Leave comment. Read next
Up next: Back in the Day: American drag racing stars make waves across the pond. This page is
for personal, non-commercial use. What colors are available on the C8 Corvette? By today's
standards, actually quite a lot. There are 12 exterior paint choices available, and while many are
varying shades of grayscale, there are refreshingly multiple blue and red choices, plus a vibrant
yellow and orange. We'd sure like to see a green one, but perhaps that's something to be saved
for Now, what interior colors are available on the Chevy Corvette? There are six in total, but
there are a few variations to be aware of. The Natural color is available in a two-tone version
mixed with black, while the "Natural Dipped" is pretty much dark tan everywhere. You can also
get different stitching in the Jet Black interior, which we did not include below. There are also
custom interior combinations that allow you to add gray or red seats to the Jet Black interior, or
black seats to the Sky Cool or Adrenaline Red interiors. Here is our complete run down of
standard and optional features for the three Corvette coupe trim levels. Also, here are all the
details about the Chevrolet Corvette. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we
keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for
you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Here are all the Corvette C8 paint and interior colors There are 12 exterior and six interior
choices available. James Riswick. Share 0 Comments. Here they are for your viewing pleasure.
And her
factory repair service manuals
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e they are for your reading pleasure And for your reading pleasure, the interior color choices
are Compare Now. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View
More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info.
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depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
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